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It is proved that D(r) does not have an unconditional basis if the cardinality 
of D’(F) is sufficiently large and p is a finite measure. It is also shown that 
P(p) has a weaker kind of basis for arbitrary p and 1 < p < co. A new 
truncation lemma concerning sequences in LP equivalent to the usual P-basis 
is given. This lemma is used in solving the problem of when P(r) imbeds in 
L’(p) for uncountable sets r and finite measures p. It may also be used to give 
a nonprobabilistic proof of the fact (due to Schwartz-Kwapien) that there 
exist non-q-absolutely summing operators from La to La for 2 < q < co. It is 
again used in proving that basic sequences in LP equivalent to the usual P-basis 
admit subsequences with a complemented linear span. Other applications of 
the techniques introduced are also given. 
In this paper we settle some questions concerning nonseparable 
D(p)-spaces and introduce new techniques yielding results of interest 
in the separable D(p)-spaces also. 
We prove in Section 1 (Theorem 1.1) that if p is a finite measure on 
some measurable space, 1 < p < co withp # 2, and dimL+) > K, , 
then D(p) does not imbed in a Banach space with an unconditional 
basis (dimL+) equals the smallest cardinal number of a subset of 
D(p) with dense linear span; we say that X imbeds in Y if X is 
isomorphic (linearly homeomorphic) to a subspace of Y). It is known 
that L1 (and, consequently, L?(p) for any finite nonpurely atomic 
measure p) does not imbed in a space with an unconditional basis 
(c.f. [9]). It is also known that for 1 < p < co, Lp (and, consequently, 
any separable LP(p)-space) has an unconditional basis. (This was 
essentially proved by Paley; see [S] and also [2].) (DJ denotes Lp(m) 
where m is Lebesgue measure on [0, 11, with respect to the Lebesgue 
measurable subsets of [0, 11.) We believe that Theorem 1 .l should 
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remain true if one simply assumes that D(p) is nonseparable. 
However, our method of proof uses a combinatorial lemma 
(Lemma 1 .l) which requires a large cardinality assumption. 
Our proof of Theorem 1 .l makes use of the Walsh functions and 
the fact that in no order do they form an unconditional basis of JY 
for p # 2. The last result of Section 1 (Theorem 1.2) also uses the 
Walsh functions, making crucial use of the rather deep result of 
Paley [8] that they form a basis of L* under a certain order 
(1 <p < a). 
To formulate Theorem 1.2, we introduce the (new) definition 
of a Schauder basis-set for an arbitrary Banach space. (A countable 
Schauder basis-set is simply a basis under some order.) We feel 
that this is perhaps the “correct” definition for a basis in the non- 
separable situation. Theorem 1.2 asserts that for all 1 < p < 00 
and all measures p on a measurable space, L?)(p) has a Schauder 
basis-set. Its proof is an easy consequence of Paley’s result and the 
known structure of general D(p)-spaces. 
In Section 2 we introduce a new technical tool in the form of a 
truncation lemma concerning sequences in Lp equivalent to the 
usual I*-basis. (Lemma 2.1.) This lemma together with known 
results, enables us to completely settle the question of when P(F) 
imbeds in L+), where 1 < p, Y < co, r is an uncountable set, and p 
is a finite measure on some measurable space (Theorem 2.1). It also 
enables us to give a new proof of the known fact (see [ 16, Theorem 131) 
that the p and 1 norms cannot be equivalent on any subspace of LP 
isomorphic to 1 0, for 1 < p < 2 (Theorem 2.2). We refer the reader 
to the concluding remarks of Section 2 for the significance of this 
fact. We note that our argument for Theorem 2.2, combined with 
certain (nonprobabilistic) arguments of [16], yields a new and non- 
probabilistic proof of the theorem of Schwartz-Kwapien [6] that for 
2 < 4 < co, there exist non-q-absolutely summing operators from 
L” to Lg. 
We again apply Lemma 2.1 in Theorem 3.1 of Section 3, together 
with the arguments of [5], to show that any sequence in LP equivalent 
to the usual IP-basis, contains a subsequence with complemented 
closed linear span. (This holds for all 1 < p < CO and was previously 
known for p = 1 and for 2 < p < co.) It is known that for p > 2 
or 1 < p < 4/3, there is a subspace of L* isomorphic to P and 
uncomplemented (see [14]). 
The final result of this paper, Theorem 3.2, shows that for all 
E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 so that for all subspaces 2 of L1 with 
2 (1 + @-isomorphic to I,’ (where n = dim 2 < co), there is a 
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subspace Y of 2 with Y (1 + S)-isomorphic to Zrcl, (1 + E)- 
complemented in L1, with K=dimY>(l-E)dimZ. It is an 
open question if by choosing 6 small enough, one can simply take 
Y = 2. The reader may find the proof of Theorem 3.2, essentially 
given in Lemma 3.1, to be of interest in regard to this open question. 
1. THE NONEXISTENCE OF UNCONDITIONAL BASES IN 
CERTAIN NONSEPARABLE IF(p)-SPACES 
We first recall some standard definitions and notation to be used 
throughout this paper. 
A Banach space X is said to have an unconditional basis if there 
exists a family {e,},,, of elements of X so that for each x in X, there 
is a unique family {cJOLEI. of scalars with c, = 0 for all but countably 
many 01’s, so that Zc,e, converges unconditionally to x. The family 
(&d- is then called an unconditional basis for X. Given an uncon- 
ditional basis (e,},,, (with I’ any nonempty set), the unconditional- 
basis-constant C of (e&,, is the smallest number such that 
for all (EJ with E, = f 1 for all cy. and all (cm) where c, is a scalar with 
c, # 0 for only finitely many LY’S. 
Given a nonempty set r, a family of Banach spaces {X,),,, and 
1 < p < co, (CaPr X,), denotes the Banach space of all functions 
f = {.fJaEr, so thatf, E X, for all a and Il{f~)ll = (C Ilfa ll$,)1/p < 00. 
A sequence of elements (m) in a Banach space Y is called a basic 
sequence if for every y in [y,], the closed linear span of {yj:+r,a,.,.}, 
there exists a unique sequence of scalars 01, with y = CT& oljyi, 
the series converging in the norm topology. A space Y is said to have 
a basis if there is a basic sequence ( yn) in Y with [ yJ = Y. The new 
definition of what we think is the correct generalization of this notion 
to nonseparable spaces, is given following the proof of Theorem 1 .l. 
Given two basic sequences (xJ and ( yn) in Banach spaces X and Y, 
respectively, and X > 1, we say that (xn) is X-equivalent to ( yJ if 
there is an invertible surjective operator T from [x,] to [y,] with 
TX, = yn for all n, such that 11 T 11 /I T-l 11 < h. We say that (Q is 
equivalent to (y,) if (xJ is h-equivalent to (m) for some X > 1. 
“Operator” or “map” always means “bounded linear trans- 
formation.” Given Banach spaces X and Y and an operator T: X -+ Y, 
T is called an isomorphism if T is one-to-one and has closed range. 
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X and Y are called h-isomorphic if there exists a surjective iso- 
morphism T: X -+YwithIITIIIIT-lI/ ,<X.IfXCY,Xissaidtobe 
h-complemented in Y if there is a projection P (i.e., a bounded linear 
idempotent) on Y with PY = X, so that 11 P 11 < A. 
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let 1 < p < CO, p # 2, and ~1 a jinite measure 
on some measurable space such that dim L*(p) > N, . Then L+) is not 
isomorphic to a subspace of a Banach space with an unconditional basis. 
We suspect that the conclusion of the theorem is true under the 
hypothesis that LP(p) is nonseparable. However, our method of proof 
of Theorem 1.1 requires a combinatorial lemma which requires the 
above cardinality restriction. 
We first assemble some preliminary definitions and facts, then 
give the desired combinatorial lemma, and finally complete the proof 
of Theorem 1.1. 
Given I a set, {- 1, l} refers to all functions from I to { - 1, l}; 
we endow { - 1, 11’ with the Tychonoff topology (where (-1, l> has 
the discrete topology). We let mI denote the natural product measure 
on (- 1, l}’ with respect to ~4? the Bore1 measureable subsets of 
(-1, l>‘. (Thus, ml is the product of p with itself I times, where TV 
is the measure on all subsets of {- 1, l> so that &(- 1)) = ~({l}) = i. 
Another way of describing m, , is that it is the Haar measure on 
(-1, l}‘, regarded as a compact Abelian group (under pointwise 
multiplication).) 
Now fix I an infinite set. Given i E I, x E {- 1, l}‘” (9, and E = & 1, 
denote by E x x the element y of {- 1, l}’ so that y 1 I - {i} = x 
and y(i) = E. 
DEFINITION. Given f a measurable scalar-valued function defined 
on (-1, l}’ and iEI, we say that f is independent of i iff(1 x x) = 
f(- 1 x x) for almost all x E {- 1, l}‘-ti} (with respect to ml&. 
We say that f depends on i if f is not independent of i. 
We note in passing that 
(1) for any measurable scalar-valued function f defined on 
(-- 1, l}‘, the set of i’s on which f depends is countable. 
Given M a finite subset of I, we define the function uM on {- 1, 11’ 
bY 
w(x) = ml$e4 for all xE{-1, l}’ 
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provided M # 0; we put o o E 1, For f and g measurable functions 
on {- 1, 1)’ with fg integrable, we put (f, g) = Jfg dm, . 
We shall make crucial use of the following elementary fact: 
(2) Given M a finite subset of II and f an integrable function 
on (-1, l}’ with (oM ,f) # 0, then f depends on m for all m E M. 
To see that (2) holds, we have that for any integrable g, 
Thus, if g is independent of i, (w{~) , g) = 0. Now oM = qi}oMMN((} 
provided i E M. Hence, (wM , f > = (wt$} * oMMu{$) , f) Thus, were f 
independent of i, so would wwwrijf be whence (wM , f) = 0, a 
contradiction. 
We recall one final known fact before proceeding to the combina- 
torial lemma. Let 1 < p < co. It follows from the results of [5] 
that there exists a constant Kp so that if fi ,..., f,, are linearly 
independent elements in Loo(p), for some probability measure cc, such 
that II fj II- = II fj Ill.3 = 1 f or all j, and if u denotes the unconditional- 
basis-constant of (fi ,..., f,} in U(p), then [fi ,..., fJ is UK,-iso- 
morphic to Em2 (where [fi ,..., f,l denotes the Banach space spanned 
by the fis in D). 
It is also know that min{x : 1,” is &isomorphic to Z,?“) = nlllP-l/sl 
(c.f. [14, Appendix]). Now let M be a finite subset of I with #M = h, 
let n = 2k and let fi ,..., f, be an ordering of (wN : N C M>. It is 
easily seen (and well known) that [fr ,..., f,l is isometric to I,“; 
whence, if up denotes the unconditional-basis-constant of [fi ,..., f,J, 
we obtain that 
The following combinatorial lemma plays a crucial role in our 
proof of Theorem 1 .l . 
LEMMA 1.1. Let n be a positive integer, I be a set with card I > X, , 
and F a function from the family of jnite subsets of I into the famiZy of 
countable subsets of I. Then there exists a subset M of I with #M = n, 
so that for all m E M, m 4 F(M - (m}). 
Proof. We may choose disjoint subsets S, ,. . ., S,, of I so that 
card Sj = R, for all i, 1 < j < n - 1. (For those readers not too 
familiar with cardinal numbers, we note that the main property of the 
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Si’s for us, is that for 1 < i < j < n - 1, card Si < card Sj and 
S, is uncountable.) 
Now let 
F(S, x --a x G-1) = u P’(Q, ,..., s,-1)) : si E si , 1 < i < n - l}. 
It is evident that cardF(S, x *** x S-i) < N,-, < card I. Indeed, 
the set of all s i ,..., s,-i with 4 E S, for all i, has cardinality at most 
equal to the set of all finite subsets of Uyi;’ Si , which in turn has 
cardinality 8,-i . Thus, F(S, ++* S,-,) can be viewed as a union of 
countable sets, the number of sets being at most K,-, , whence this 
assertion follows. 
Hence, we may choose yn E I, yn $F(S, x -a* x S,-,). Now 
suppose 1 < j < n, and yj+i ,..., yn have been defined. Put 
F(S, x s, x *-- x q-1 x yj+1 x *.- x y+J 
= u {F({sl ,..., sj-1 > Yi+1 9**.> m>) :SiESip 1 <i<j-l}* 
We have that card F(S, x **- x Sjml x yj+l x *-- x yn) < Njel < 
card Sj . Hence, there is a yj E Si such 
Yj 4F(Sl x *** x sj, x yj+l x *** x y,). 
This completes the definition of yi ,...,yn by induction. It 
follows immediately from the construction that for all 1 < j < n, 
Yj !wYl Y--*9 Yj-1 9 Yjj+l ,..., yn}); hence, M = (yi ..*yJ serves as 
the desired set. Q.E.D. 
We are finally prepared for the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let p and p be as in the statement of 
Theorem 1.1. We shall suppose the conclusion is false and argue 
to a contradiction. Let X be a space with an unconditional basis 
{&r and let T: D(p) + X be an isomorphism. Now fix R a positive 
integer. Then by a theorem of Maharam [7], we may choose Y a 
subspace of U(p) and I a set with card I 3 N, so that Y is isometric to 
,?2(m,) where m, is the product measure defined on (-1, l}’ (as 
specified in our preliminary remarks). For the sake of notational ease, 
we shall assume that Y = Lp(mJ. 
Now let {e,*},,r be the functionals in X* biorthogonal to the e,‘s. 
Thus, for each x E X, x = COiEr e,*(x) e, , where ear*(x) # 0 for 
only countably many 01’s, and the series converges unconditionally 
to x. 
For each finite subset M of 1, put B(M) = {a E lY e,*(To,) # 01. 
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Now for any 01 E r, T*e,* is an element of LP(m,)*, which we identify 
with LQ(m,), where l/p + l/q = 1. We now define a function F 
from the finite subsets of I into the countable subsets of I as follows: 
For all finite M C 1, put 
F(M) = (i E I: there is a subset N of M and an 01 E B(N) 
so that T*e,* depends on i}. 
(It follows from (1) and the fact that a finite J4 has only finitely many 
subsets, that F(M) is indeed countable.) 
Thus, by Lemma 1.1, we may choose a subset M of I with #M = n, 
satisfying the conclusion of the lemma. We now claim that 
(6) For all Ml, M, subsets of M with 
Ml f- M, , B(M,) n B(M,) = m. 
Indeed, suppose Mi C M, i = 1,2, and suppose there is an m 
with m E Ml and m $ M, . Now by definition, if 01 E B(M,) then 
< T*e,*, wM1) # 0, hence, by (2), T*e,* depends on m. 
Now m $F(M - {ml). Moreover, M, C M - {m}, and hence, 
by the definition of F(M -{m}), we have that if (y. E B(M,), then 
T*e,* is independent of m. Thus, (6) is established. 
We may now easily reach a contradiction as follows: Let c denote 
the unconditional basis constant of {e,}a,r, and let h = 1) T 11 Ij T-l [I. 
It follows immediately from (6) that the unconditional-basis-constant 
of {T(w~) : N C M) is at most equal to c; hence, the unconditional 
basis constant up of {wN : NC M) is at most equal to Xc. But by (5), 
up > n111p-1/21K;1, where Kp is a constant depending only on p. Thus, 
n11@-1/21 < AcK, which is absurd for n large enough. Q.E.D. 
For the final result of this section, we wish to show that the spaces 
P(,u) have a sort of basis for all 1 < p < 00. 
DEFINITION. Let X be a Banach space and S a subset of X. 
We say that S is a Schauder basis set for X provided S satisfies the 
following two properties: 
(i) X equals the closed linear span of S; 
(ii) Every countable infinite subset of S has an ordering under 
which it is a basic sequence. 
We then say that X has a Schauder basis set provided X has a subset S 
satisfying (i) and (ii). 
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We note that if 5’ is a Schauder basis-set for X, then given Y a 
separable subspace of X, there exists a separable subspace 2 of X 
with Y C 2, such that some countable subset of S has an ordering 
under which it forms a basis for 2. Thus, a separable space has a 
basis if and only if it has a Schauder basis set. 
Remark. To our knowledge, this notion of a type of basis for 
nonseparable spaces has not been introduced before. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let 1 < p < CO and let p be a measure on some 
measurable space. Then Lp(p) has a Schauder basis set. 
This result is a simple consequence of the known structure of 
L@(p) spaces and a rather deep result of Paley [8]. We proceed to state 
this result of his and also make some comments on its proof. Let N 
denote the set of nonnegative integers; the family of functions (03 
where u is a finite subset of N, may be identified with the Walsh 
functions on [0, 11. We prefer to work on (-1, 11” rather than [0, 11; 
we, thus, enumerate these functions o, as follows: Let w0 = 1. 
Given n a positive integer, write 
Of course, k and the numbers n, ,..., nk are uniquely determined by n. 
Now let w, = w,,...,,~ , i.e., 
w,(x) = fi x(nJ. 
j-1 
(There is a natural map 4 of {- 1, l}” onto [0, l] defined by 
de4 = c&J (x(j) + 1) 2 o+s). This map will then induce a natural 
correspondence between the functions (wJ we have defined and 
the classical Walsh functions defined by Paley.) 
LEMMA 1.2 (Paley [S]). Let 1 < p < a. Then (co,$&,, is a basis 
for LVh). 
This result is stated and proved in [8] (modulo the obvious 
correspondence mentioned above). However, there are certain 
algebraic details which are not referred to in [8], which we wish now 
to indicate. In reality, Lemma 1.2 is deduced from the following 
result, which is the main result of [S] (stated in slightly different 
language): For g ELP(mN) and n a nonnegative integer, put 
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Qng = I$:;:-’ OJ+ ,g>q . Then there exists a constant BP so that 
for all g E Lp(m,) all k, and distinct integers n, , n, ,.. ., nk , 
(8) 
(This result yields easily that D(m,) has an unconditional basis; an 
alternate proof than that of Paley, using martingales, may be found 
in [2].) 
The algebraic fact required for the deduction is as follows: Let n 
be a positive integer satisfying (7). Then 
G% * wj : 0 < j < n - l} = {WY : 2”’ < r < 2nr+1 - 1, 1 < i Q k}. (9) 
(To verify this equality, since both sets have cardinality n and the 
operation f+ + 0, - oj is an involution, it suffices to show that the 
image of the second set under this operation, is contained in the image 
of the first. The verification is left to the reader.) 
Now Paley’s deduction goes as follows: It is evident that the closed 
linear span of the w,‘s equals Lp(ln,). Let n be a positive integer; 
then n satisfies (7) for suitable n, ,..., nk . Let f ~D(nz,), and put 
g = w,f; note that trivially w,g = f. We have that 
n-1 
zzz I/ c (f-4 - w&w,/) by the definition of g ’ j4J 9 
G BP II A! 112, by (8) 
= %Ilf II9 (trivially). 
This proves the desired assertion. 
We are now prepared for the following proof. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let 1 < p < oo. We first observe that 
given any infinite set I, then defining S, by S, = {oM : M is a finite 
subset of I), then S, is a Schauder basis set for Lp(nt,). Indeed, it is 
easily seen that the linear span of S, is dense in Lp(m,). Given L a 
countable infinite subset of S, , then there exists a countable subset D 
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of I so that L C {w M : M is a finite subset of D}. It is trivial that 
there is an isometry carrying the closed linear span of the last- 
mentioned set, onto Lp(m,), such that for all finite M C D, TWO = wi 
for some j. Thus, the isometry carries L into a subset of {c+.}~?~ ; by 
Lemma 1.2, L can be ordered as a basic sequence. 
Now let p be a measure on some measurable space. Then it is 
known (c.f. [7] and also [12]) that there exists a set r, and a family 
(I,, : y E r> of sets so that LP(p) is isometric to (CYErL~(m,y))p . (We 
assume here that Lp(p), is infinite-dimensional; we also adopt the 
convention that if I = ,B, the empty set, then Lp(m,) is the one- 
dimensional space of scalars.) Now it suffices to show that 
(CYEr L~(rn,~)), has a Schauder basis set. For each y E r, let 
S’ = [f~ ( C LgIys 
Y’EI- P 
: f,* = 0 for all y’ # y, and f, E SI,,\. 
Finally, let S = u (5’~ : y E r}. It is easily seen that S is the desired 
Schauder basis set. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. We do not know if Ll(p) has a Schauder basis set for 
finite measures p with L+) nonseparable. 
2. IMBEDDINGS OF P(r) INTO L’(p) 
Our first result in this section is a lemma giving certain truncation 
properties of a sequence in LP equivalent to the usual 1~ basis. This 
lemma will be extremely useful for some of the results of Section 3 
as well as those of the present section. 
We first need some preliminary notation and definitions. 
Throughout this section, p shall denote a measure on a measurable 
space (D, 9’). Given a measurable scalar-valued function f on .C’ and 
a positive constant k, “f denotes the truncation off at k; i.e., 
“f(x) = f(x) provided 1 f (x)1 < k, 
y(x) = 0 otherwise. 
We shall have use for the Rademacher functions rl , r2 ,... defined 
on the unit interval as follows: Let r(x) be a function defined on the 
real line with period one, so that T(X) = 1 for 0 < x < Q and 
r(x) = - 1 for * < x < 1. Then put rj(x) = r(2ix) forj = 0, 1,2 ,... . 
(These functions correspond precisely to the Walsh functions (euzj)gO 
defined in the preceding section.) In addition to the facts that these 
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functions are orthonormal and each of modulus one, we shall use the 
following known inequality: Given 1 < p < 2 and g, ,..., g, in P(p), 
then 
(To see this inequality, note that its left side equals 
where “E” runs over all n-tuples (pi ,..., E,) with ci = Al for all i. 
The inequality follows easily by induction from its “n = 2” case, 
which in turn is a consequence of Clarkson’s inequalities (see [3]). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 1 < p < 2, C > 1, p a probability measure, and 
fi Yf2 9*-- in Lp(p) be given so that for all n = 1,2,..., /If, 11 = 1 and 
for all scalars c1 ,..., c, , 
(11) 
Then for all numbers 6 with 0 < S < l/C andfor all positive numbers 
h II “fj - fj Ilp > 6 f OY all but Fnitely many integers j. 
Proof. Suppose this were false. Then by passing to a subsequence 
of the fi’s if necessary, we could assume without loss of generality 
that there is a K and a 6 < l/C so that 
ll”h-hII, <a for all j. (12) 
Now fix n. Then we have that 
< 8% bY (12). (13) 
We also have that for all t, n < C’p 11 X:=1 ri(t) f$ IlP by (11). 
Integrating this inequality with respect to t, we obtain 
(14) 
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By the triangle inequality in L+ x m) (where m equals Lebesgue 
measure} we have that 
Combining this with (13) and (14), we obtain that 
.,,( 1,““) +- W’” < ( j 11 c r&>“fi 11; dty=. (15) 
But 
= (jQjO1 )z$I ri(t)"fi(x) )I) dt C+(X))“’ (by Fubini’s theorem) 
(by Hiilder’s inequality) 
(by the orthonormality of the Y,‘s) 
< kn+ (by the definition of truncation at k). 
Combining this with (15), we obtain that n1lp-1/2 < Ck/(l - 6C) 
which is obviously false for n sufficiently large. QED. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 1 < p, r < a, and let r be an uncountable set. 
Then there exists a probability measure p so that Zp(lJ is isomorphic 
to a subspace of L’(p) if and only if Y < p < 2 or p = 2 and r is 
arbitrary. 
Proof. We shall first show that for 1 < p < 2, F(f) does not 
imbed in P(p). We then prove the remaining assertions, which 
follow easily from previously known rest&s. (The case p = 1 was 
also previously known; c.f., [12, p. 2141.) 
Suppose that P(r) did imbed in U(p). Then we could choose a 
family of functions (eJvEr in L”(p) each of norm one and a constant 
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C > 1 so that for all n, scalars cr ,..., c, , and distinct yr ,..., yn in r, 
Now let 0 < 6 < l/C. For any f in P(p), there exists a k so that 
(I kf -f&, < 6. Hence, r = UC-, {r E r : \I ke, - e,, 11 < S}. Since r 
is uncountable, there exist K and a countable infinite subset {JQ , yz , 
y3 ,...) of r so that putting fi = eY, for all j, then 11 “fi - fj Ij < 6. 
Since the fj’s satisfy (1 l), L emma 2.1 yields the desired contradiction. 
Next suppose that 2 < p. We shall prove that every operator 
T: D’(r) -+ D(p) must have separable range; hence, no such operator 
can be an isomorphism. Since T is an operator between reflexive 
spaces, it suffices to show that T* has separable range. Let 
l/p + l/q = 1, let 7: L2(p) -+ D(p) be the natural injection, and put 
S = T*T (where the dual of L*(p) (resp. P(r)) is identified with 
L’+) (resp. Z*(r)). Thus, 5’ is a map from L2(p) to F(r), and since 
q < 2, S is compact (c.f. [II, Appendix]); hence, S has separable 
range. But since the range of T is dense inL$), the range of S is dense 
in the range of T*, and hence, T* has separable range. 
Now it is well known that for any CL, ZP itself does not imbed in 
L’(p) whenever p > 2 and r # p or p < r < 2 (c.f. [l, 51). This 
completes the proof of the negative assertions of this theorem. 
The positive assertions are immediate consequences of the following 
considerations: Let r < p < 2 or p = 2 and r arbitrary, p be a 
probability measure, n a positive integer, and fi ,..., fn statistically 
independent measurable real-valued functions defined on Q so that 
for all j and f = fj , 
6 
I exp(ixf(t)) &(t) = e-I@ for all real x. (16) D 
Then II fj Ilr < co for all j and 1) C cjfj &, = (I fi II,(C I ci jp)llp for all 
7t and real scalars c1 ,..., c, . Moreover, there exists a measurable 
function f defined on [0, l] satisfying (16). (Such f’s are called 
symmetric stable random variables of exponent p; their existence 
and the above considerations are well known; for a proof, see [15].) 
Now let p denote the product measure on [0, l]r (of Lebesgue 
measure r-times) with respect to the Borel-measurable subsets, and 
for each y E I’, let f = fy be a measurable function defined on [O, llr, 
independent of y’ for all y’ # y and satisfying (16). Then for any 12 
and distinct y1 ,..., yn in I’, the functions fyi ,..., fyS are statistically 
independent; hence, the above consideratrons yreld immediately 
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that the closed linear span of {fY : y E r} in I,+) is isometric to B(r). 
(A slightly different choice of independent random variables yields 
precisely the same result in the complex-scalars case; the choice 
is as described in the remarks following Theorem 1 of [16].) Q.E.D. 
For the final result of this section, we apply Lemma 2.1 and an 
argument of James to give a new proof for the following known 
theorem (see [I 6, Theorem 131). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let 1 < p < 2 and let X be a subspace of L” 
isomorphic to P. Then the p and l-norms on X are not equivalent. 
We first require the following lemma; the case p = 1 is due to 
James and the general case is proved by his argument (see 
[4, Lemma 2.11); for the sake of completeness, we sketch this proof. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let 1 < p < co and X be a Banach space isomorphic 
to P. Then for all E > 0, there exist normalized basic sequences (yj) and 
(zi) in X so that for all n and scalars c~l~ ,..., OIL ; 
( f I ai IP)“’ G (1 + 4 j/C aiyi 1) 
i=l 
(17) 
and 
((1 %% (j G (I + e, (il I % lp)1’9- 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Let (xj) be a normalized basis for X equiv- 
alent to the P basis. Define 111 * 111 on X by /II x /II = (a] Cj IP)llP if 
X = C CjXj . Put 
m, = inf 
I 
(j ,” ii, : x E span{xj}& , X # 0 
I 
and 
iv, = sup # : x E spal&}~n , x # 0 - 
I I 
Then M, is a decreasing sequence with limit M and m, is an increasing 
sequence with limit m; of course, 0 < m < M < co. 
Now choose 8 > 0 so that (m + 6)/(m - 6) < 1 + E and 
(M + W(M - 6) < 1 + E; then choose N so that MN < M + 8 
and m, > m - 6. Finally, choose two sequences of disjoint finite 
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subsets of the integers, (Fi) and (G,), all contained in {j : j > N}, 
and two sequences of scalars (ci) and (&), so that putting 
yj = C CiXi and xi = c d,x, > 
iCF* ioc, 
then 
l/Ill yj Ill = II yj II/Ill yj III G m + 8, and 
l/Ill zj III = II zj II/Ill zj Ill 2 M - 6 for all j. (18) 
Now let n and scalars 01~ ,..., (II, be given. Then 
b (m - S)/(m + 6) (F I aj lP)l’p by (18). 
This proves that the first inequality of (17) holds; the proof of the 
second is similar and shall be omitted. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. We have no use for the selection of the xi’s in the 
sequel. We note in passing that it is an open problem as to whether one 
may select the same sequence ( yi) satisfying both inequalities of (17) 
at once. Of course, the first inequality implies the second when p = 1; 
this is the point of James’ result. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let E > 0. Then by Lemma 2.2, we may 
choose (yj) in X satisfying the first inequality of (17) for all scalars 
011 ,***, % , with )Iyjyil = 1 f or all j. By Lemma 2.1, given k, there 
exists a j so that putting f = yj , 
But then 
II “f-fll, 3 1 -E. 
580/14/4-Z 
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and 
/f/*dx)“’ = II “flj, < (1 - (1 - c)*)l/S. 
Thus, [lfl]i < l/@-l + (1 - (1 - E)P)~/P. Since K is arbitrarily 
large and E arbitrarily small, and (I f/l, = 1, the p and l-norms on X 
are not equivalent. Q.E.D. 
We conclude this section with some comments on the significance 
of Theorem 2.2; all undefined terms for these concluding remarks 
are given in [l 11. Let 1 < p < 2, l/p + l/p = 1, and X a reflexive 
Banach space. It is proved in [16], without using probability theory, 
that if there is a surjective map of L* onto X* which is q-absolutely 
summing, then there is an imbedding of X in L1 so that the p and 
l-norms on the imbedding are equivalent. Consequently, by Theorem 
2.2 any surjective map of Lw onto Zq is not q-absolutely summing. 
Of course, since IP isometrically imbeds in L1, there does exist such 
a surjective map. Thus, we obtain a new proof of the theorem of 
Schwartz-Kwapien (see [6]) that there exist maps of Lm into P which 
are not q-absolutely summing. (Their proof used probability theory 
and more delicate properties of the particular imbedding of @ in L1 
that was discussed in Section 1.) It was also proved in [16] (again 
without using probability theory), that if X is a subspace of LP so 
that the p and l-norms are equivalent on X, then every operator 
from Lm to X* is q-absolutely summing. Then Theorem 2.2 was 
obtained in [16] by combining this with the above result of Schwartz- 
Kwapien. 
Let X be as in the statement of Theorem 2.2. Then as pointed out 
in [16], the conclusion of Theorem 2.2 implies, by the results of [5], 
that for all E > 0, there exists a subspace of X which is (1 + c)- 
complemented in Lf’ and (1 + E)-isomorphic to P. We shall obtain 
a different proof of the fact that X contains a subspace isomorphic to 
lP and complemented in LP, in the next section. 
3. PROJECTIONS IN Lp ONTO THE SPAN OF SUBSEQUENCES OF 
&BASIC SEQUENCES 
The main result of this section (previously known for the cases 
p = 1 and 2 < p < co) is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 1 < p < co and (fi) a sequence inLp equiwalent 
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to the usual &basis. Then there is a subsequence (g3) of (fj) with [gj] 
complemented in LP. 
Proof. The case p = 2 is trivial, the case p > 2 is proved in [5]. 
The case p = 1 is known and is an immediate consequence of the 
following considerations: Since ( fn) is equivalent to the usual basis of 
P, {fn : n = 1, 2,...} is a nonrelatively weakly compact bounded 
subset of L1. But it is well known (c.f. [5]) that for any nonrelatively 
weakly compact bounded subset G of L1, there exists a 6 > 0, a 
sequence (G,) of disjoint measurable sets, and a sequence (g,) in G 
such that SC 1 g, 1 dp > 6 for all n. It then follows immediately from 
[13, Propos&ons 3.1 and 3.21, that some subsequence (g,,) of (g,) 
is equivalent to the usual P basis, with [g,J complemented in L1. 
We now assume 1 < p < 2; our argument combines Lemma 2.1 
with the techniques of [5]. 
We assume without loss of generality that there is a constant 
C > 1 so that (11) holds for all n = 1,2 ,... . Now let 6 < l/C, 
E > 0, and l/p + l/p = 1. 
We shall then construct a subsequence (g,) of (fn), a sequence 
(G,) of disjoint measurable sets, and a sequence (#,J of functions in 
Lq, satisfying the following properties for all positive integers i and j: 
(a) I\$$ & = 1 and & is supported on G, ; 
(b) I(& , &I < 42j for i < i; 
(4 l<h , g$l < @ for j < C 
(4 ($Q > gi> = (.I& I gi Ip dWp 3 6. 
Once this is accomplished, we may define a projection Q onto 
[gn] as follows: Put gi = gixG1 , let P: ~9’ -+ [gi] be the projection 
defined by 
Pf = 2 GA ,f>g”i/ll&llB 
i-1 
and let U: [g,] + [.&I be the isomorphism defined by U(C cigJ = 
x c& for all sequences (ci) of scalars with C 1 c, 1~ < co. 
Now fix a sequence of scalars (ci) with C 1 c, IP < co, and let 
f = CT., c$g, . We then have that 
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now fixing j, we have that xiii I(& ,gi)l < jc/2j by (b) and (c). 
We thus obtain that 
Now choose E so that E’ < 1, where E’ = e/8 (xJT1 (j/2i)“)‘l”. 
It then follows that P / [g,] is a surjective isomorphism from [gn] 
onto [g,], with 
Il(P I [gnl)-l II G II U-l II/(1 - E’>. 
The projection Q may then be defined by Q = (P [ [g,])-lP; since 
11 P jl = 1, we have by the above that I/ Q 11 < (1 U-l II/(1 - 6’). (We 
note in passing that if (fi) is A- e q uivalent to the usual P-basis with 
11 fi 11 = 1 for all j, then we obtain that for all 7 > 0, there is a 
subsequence (gi) of (&) with [gi] h + T-complemented inD. Indeed, 
if we define 0: [g3] -+ [fj] by RF2 cjgj) = C cj &/II ,fj II, and if we 
assume that C is the smallest constant satisfying (11) for all n, then 
II r?ll G C and II 0-l II G W’; an easy estimate shows that 
II U-l II < II P1 II/% consequently, (I Q II < h/X’(l - E’) and since 6C 
could be chosen arbitrarily close to 1, this result follows.) 
It remains to construct (g,), (G,), and (&J satisfying (a)-(d) for all 
i and j. This construction is very close to the constructions of [5]. 
Choose 6 < 6’ < l/C. Now assume that E is so small that 
(20) 
Let n, = 1 and Ei = [0, 11. Suppose n, < a** < nk have been 
chosen. Now choose ek so that if E is any measurable subset of [0, l] 
of measure smaller than or equal to cIC , then 
s E 1 f,,, 12, dx < 42’k+1’~ for all 1 < i 6 k. (21) 
(This is possible by the absolute continuity of the measures Ifn, I* dx.) 
By Lemma 2.1, there exists an lzk+l > nk such that 
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Now put E,,, = {X : 1 f,,,, 1 (x) > I/E~}. We then have that 
s E,+, I ha,,, I pdx3FP (22) 
and since J If,,,, I dx d IIf,,,, /IP = 1, m(&+i) d ok . Consequently, 
bY Wh 
s 4+1 jfn, p dx < 9/2(“+“p for all 1 < i < k. (23) 
This completes the construction of the sets El , E, ,... and the 
subsequence (f,,) of (fi). Now define for all j = 1, 2,...; 
Fi = Ej N &. Ei . Then fixing j, we have that 
by (22) and (23) (24) 
> a* by (20). 
Now for notational ease, put fi’ = fnj for all j; for each j, choose 
y* supported on Fj of L*-norm one, so that 
(v~ ,fj’) = (S,. Ifi’ IP &c)~” for allj. (25) 
3 
Now since (fn) is a normalized basis in a reflexive space, f, -+ 0 
weakly. It then follows easily that we may choose m, < ma < *a* 
so that for all i < j, 
I(%ni 7 f n,> I < l . (26) 
Of course, by the construction of the sets (F,), the fact that the 
oh’s are supported on the Fk’s, and (23), it follows that for j < i, 
I&n, 9 fin,> I < 4”’ < 4”. (27) 
Now defining g, = f 6, , 4, = qm, , and G, = Fma for all n, it 
follows immediately from (23)-(27) that (a)-(d) are satisfied. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (1) It is known that for all 1 < p < 4 (and also all 
p > 2) there is a subspace of Lz’ isomorphic to p and uncomplemented 
(c.f. [14]). (Th e existence of such a subspace for 8 f p < 2 remains 
an open question.) 
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(2) It follows from the arguments of [5] that for 2 < p, if 
(fn) is a sequence in LP equivalent to the P-basis, then for all E > 0, 
there is a subsequence (g,) of (f,) so that [gn] is (1 + c)-complemented 
in LP. However, we believe that the quantitative version of our 
result noted in the above proof, is the best possible one in general, 
for 1 < p < 2 (the argument of [13] yields the same version for 
p = 1 also). 
(3) The proof of Th eorem 3.1, as it stands, is an infinite- 
dimensional argument. Nevertheless, we wish to make the following 
finite-dimensional conjecture. 
Conjecture. Given 1 < p < 2, h > 1, E > 0, and k, there exists 
an n > k so that if fi ,...,fn are elements of Lp of norm one with 
(fi ,...,fJ h-equivalent to the usual basis of &P, then there exist 
1 < m, < m2 < *** 
mented in L*. 
< mk < n such that [~&J~El is (h + E)-comple- 
We note that it is known that givenp, A, E, and k as in the conjecture, 
or also p > 2, then there is an n > k so that if Y is a subspace of Lp 
of dimension n which is h-isomorphic to lnP, then there is a subspace 
2 of Y with dim 2 = k, such that 2 is (1 + E)-complemented in 
D and also (1 + c)-isomorphic to lkp. (See [lo] and [16].) 
The main motivation for the next result of this section, is that it 
yields the above conjecture for p = 1 and small A; moreover, it 
yields that (depending on the smallness of A), one can choose n with 
k/n arbitrarily close to 1. It is conceivable that in the case of p =I 
and small h (or even possibly for 1 < p < 2 also and small A), the 
conclusion of the conjecture holds for n = k. In view of this possi- 
bility, the reader may find the proof of our next result more motivated 
than its statement. (The technique of this proof, contained in Lemma 
3.1, ought to generalize to the case 1 < p < 2, but we have not 
attempted to carry this out.) 
THEOREM 3.2. Giwen 01 and E > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 so that 
for all n and elements fi ,..., fn of L1 of norm one such that (fi ,..., fn) is 
(1 + 6)-equivalent to the usual basis of lnl, there exist a k < n with 
1 - 01 -=zz k/n and 1 < m, < m2 < **a < mk such that [fm,]~cl is 
(1 + l )-complemented in L1. 
Suppose that fi ,..., fm satisfy the hypotheses of this proposition. 
Then for all scalars cr ,..., c, , 
C I ci I G C1 + 4 I( Fl Qfi I/- 
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In particular, letting rl ,..., r, be the first n Rademacher functions, 
we have that for all t, 
Integrating this inequality with respect to t and changing the order 
of integration, we have that 
or l/n J (s=, 1 (fi(~)2)f/2 dx 2 (1 + S)-l. In view of this, Proposition 
3.1 is an immediate consequence of the following density lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Given 01 and E > 0, there is a 6 > 0 so that for any 
probability measure ~1, given any n functions fi ,..., f, in U(p) satisfring 
ljfi 11 = 1 for aZZi and l/n j- (~f&4)’ 4-44 > (1 + V1, (28) 
thereexistsak<nwithl--<k/nandl <m,<m,<~~~<m, 
such that [fin& is (1 + E)-isomorphic to lkl and (1 + E)-complemented 
in LQ). 
Remarks. It’s conceivable that the conclusion of Theorem 3.2 
holds for k = n itself; the statistical nature of Lemma 3.1 shows 
that its conclusion does not hold for k = n. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Fix 01 and E > 0. We first observe that 
there exists a T > 0, so that given any positive integer k, functions 
g, ,...,gk in LQ), and disjoint measurable sets G, ,..., Gk such that 
II gj II = 1 and I G,lg,I+2 1-7 for all j, (29) 
then IA ,..., gk] is (1 + E)-complemented in L1 and (1 + e)-isomorphic 
(This follows immediately from the proof of Proposition 3.1 of [13]. 
In fact the argument in [13] shows that one may choose 7 by 
(1 - 24-l = 1 + E, i.e., T = l 2-l(1 + E)-l.) 
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Let T be chosen as in (29). Now choose c, q, and S positive numbers 
so that c < 3, (c” + (1 - c)~)$ = 1 - 7, and 
1 - (1 - c)(l - S/v) < 7iy. (30) 
(Of course, one could allow c and 7 to depend on S by e.g. letting 
q = St; (30) is thus seen to be possible since then as S -+ 0, 
(1 N,N;e~fw - 1) 
1 ,*-*, f, m L+) satisfy (28). We may assume without 
loss of generality that 
Indeed, let A? = {X : CL1 / fi(x)j # 0}, let Y be the probability 
measure defined on the Lebesgue measurable subsets of 0 by 
v(S) = l/n Js EYE1 1 fi(x)I G+(X) for all measurable S, and define 
Ji on fi by fi = fi . (l/n Cj”cr / fj 1))’ for all i. It is trivial that 
2 IJ”i 1 E n and the 3$‘s satisfy (28) with respect to the measure V. 
Now for all i, put Ei = {X : / f%(x)1 > I fj(x)i for all j # i>. It is 
obvious that Ei n Ej = I$ if i # j. Let 
k=#(l <i<n:jE,lfIdp 
z 
In virtue of (29), it suffices to show that 
1 - (Y < K/n. 
Now put E = {x : (l/n)(& fi2(x))* > 1 
It is easily seen that 
p(E) b 1 - v?. 
> 
Indeed, let g = (l/n)(& fi2(x))*. Then 0 < g < 1 and by (28), 
1 - S < Sg dp. But 
j-g+ = j-$& + IwE gdtL G P.(E) + (1 - d(l - @N, 
which implies (34). 
Now observe that given n and nonnegative numbers al ,..., a, with 
C ai = 1 and (C ai2)* > 1 - 7, then letting a = max,Gisn ai , 
a > 1 - c. Indeed (C ai2)* < (a2 + (1 - a)2)*, whence this follows 
by the definition of c. Since c < 8, there is also a unique i so that 
a = ai and then, of course, Ciiti ai < c. 
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We therefore have that E C (JyzI Ei, and, moreover, fixing i, 
that l/n Cjti / fj(x)\ < c for all x E Et n E. Hence, 
By (31) we have that 
zz- i il JEnB, I .fd~>l4-4~) + iI JEnE, i zi I.fd~)l44~)* (36) 
Thus, by (34)-(36), we have that 
2 (1 - c)(l - +I). (37) 
But if follows from (32) and the fact that J 1 fi 1 dp = 1 for all j, that 
; gl s,,,, Ih I dcL G k/n + (@ - WU - 4. (38) 
3 
Of course, (37) and (38) yield that 
1 ) 1 _ 1 - (1 - c)(l - v+?N 
12’ 9 7 
which certainly implies (33) in virtue of (30), thus completing the 
proof of this lemma. Q.E.D. 
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